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Active marker based kinematic and spatio-temporal gait measurement system
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This study presents an automated, easy to use, cost-effective, patient-friendly, active marker based gait measurement (GM)

system for 2-D tracking and extraction of spatio-temporal parameters of human gait. Active markers, consisting of visible

light-emitting diodes (LEDs), were positioned at anatomical landmarks to measure coordinated kinematics of human joints.

Acquired image data were processed and analyzed using LabVIEW vision for determination of spatio-temporal parameters.
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Introduction

Visual observation method, used for assessing gait

by measuring spatio-temporal parameters of human gait,

had several limitation and inaccuracies1-3. Gait

measurement (GM) system incorporates timed

measurement of data for calculating mean values of gait

speed, stride length and cadence4,5. Footstep

measurement systems are cumbersome and time

consuming6-Accurate estimation of human kinematics

requires interdisciplinary domain knowledge of

biomedical engineering, biomechanics, mechatronics,

and human anatomy sciences10. In kinematics,

instrumentation is required to estimate positions, angles,

velocities and accelerations of body segments and joints

during motion11. Gait analysis provides a scientific

basis in monitoring anomalies in walking pattern12.

Movement parameters are synchronized with kinetic

parameters (body forces) to generate quantitative

description of gait or human dynamics in the form of

time-distance parameters and variations in joint angles,

joint moments and joint powers13.

Kinematic gait analysis14,15 may be subdivided into

direct measurement (contact) techniques [goniometers

(mechanical and electronic), accelerometers,

footswitches etc.] and imaging (noncontact) based

measurement techniques. New imaging techniques

using markers (active or passive) were developed to

perform real time kinematic gait analysis16. Active

markers use light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to generate

image information. Passive markers are spheres covered

with reflective Scotchlite tape, specifically designed to

reflect incident light directly back along its line of

incidence17. Manual analysis of marker images is error

prone, labor intensive and a tiresome process.

This study presents development of a simple, cost

effective and easier detection novel automated software

algorithm to analyze spatio-temporal features of human

gait kinematics using LabVIEW vision.

Experimental Section

Experiments were conducted on 9 healthy males

(age group, 21-30 y; height, 1.56-1.77 m; wt, 48-71 kg).

Image acquisition (total captured volume, 1.57 m3) was

done in partial dark (minimum light) environment for

better image contrast ratio. Each marker was made up of

an array of 4 red LEDs (peak wavelength, 660 nm;

luminous intensity, 380.25 mcd; viewing angle, 120°)

connected in series and attached to a battery. Power dis-

sipated (450 mW), ensured that marker set can be used

for a lot many number of trials. Cost for one marker was

estimated to be around $ 4.5 only. LEDs were arranged

to appear as a single big bright circle from distance.

Marker set for full body kinematic analysis (Fig. 1a) were

pasted on landmarks (hip, knee and ankle) using
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both-sided adhesive tapes (Fig. 1b). Relative distance

between markers varied depending on limb length.

Marker position was identified by physically feeling

bone joints and deciding exact joint location. For proper

fixture of markers and zero relative movement among

them, markers were further fixed using non reflective

adhesive tapes.

Image Acquisition

Lumenera LU120M series, 1.3 Mega-pixel, USB-2

camera (lens, 8.5 mm) was used. Resolution was fixed

at 640x480 with frame rate of 50 FPS. Sequence

acquisition mode was used to capture 225 frames for

one walk. Acquired images were saved in National

Instruments proprietary .apd file format. GM system

Fig. 1— (a) Active marker set for full body Gait analysis (b) Subject wearing markers

Fig. 2— (a) Flow chart for kinematics measurement algorithm, (b) Acquired image for processing, (c) Marker template

(a) (b)

(Fig. 2a) enables user to select desired measurement func-

tions. In pre-processing of images, acquired 32 bit im-

ages (Fig. 2b) were converted to 8-bit grayscale

image, intensity values of which corresponds to plane

extracted using color plane extraction function

(extracted plane being red here). A marker template was

created (Fig. 2c) to act as a reference ROI

(region of interest).

Software Measurement Functions

Flexion Angle Determination Function

Flexion angle measurement function includes

pattern matching based on intensity measurement.

Preprocessed data image is introduced to a pattern match-

ing algorithm available with LabVIEW vision for
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determining number of matches for markers in given

image. Using flexion angle measurement function

(Fig. 3a), required number of matches (3; each for hip,

knee and ankle) was specified. Minimum score of 750

(matching threshold) was assigned to discard chance of

any other reflective object to be considered for

analysis. Software determines number of matched

patterns along with their X-center, Y-center and score

of each valid match (Fig. 3b). To determine angle

between three markers, Y-coordinates of detected

Fig. 3—(a) Flowchart for flexion angle measurement function, (b) Markers detected and their corresponding co ordinates and scores (c)

Angle measured between detected markers

Fig.4 (a)—Flow Diagram for trajectory tracking, (b) ROI for template matching, (c) X, Y coordinates detected for knee marker
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markers were obtained from pattern matching results.

Markers were then graded as M1, M2, and M3 in

ascending order of their Y coordinate values. This was

done by comparing Y coordinate values of any two

markers to get lower Y value, then again comparing the

one with lower Y value with Y value of third marker to

get the lower of latter two. Marker with lowest Y

coordinate value was graded M1. Similarly, M2 and M3

were determined. Angle M1M2M3 between markers M1,

M2 and M3 with M2 as vertex was determined

(Fig. 3c). Knee flexion angle was then calculated as

Knee flexion angle = {180º- (Angle M1M2M3)}

…(1)

Trajectory Tracking of Joint Movement Function

Flow diagram (Fig. 4a) is shown for trajectory

tracking of joint movement function. Image was

pre-processed, after pattern matching with previously

created template is done. For this function, different ROI

was selected than the one in angle determination

function. For each of three markers, ROI was defined in

frame through which marker was most likely to traverse

while walking of the subject (Fig. 4b). When markers in

all images were detected, one get (X, Y) coordinates

(Fig 4c). Coordinates (X, Y) of three markers at sepa-

rate locations were stored and plotted on same graph to

get trajectory of motion of marker/joint in field of view

(FoV) of camera. Since frame rate, total distance of

walkway in FoV of camera and total number of frames

captured for walking trials were known, position of mark-

ers at any instant of time was determined subsequently.

Stride Length Function

Stride length was determined using imaging

algorithm by measuring distance between two

successive minima’s of ankle marker trajectory. This

concept was utilized in determination of stride length

from imaging data. In flow chart for stride length

algorithm (Fig. 5), Y coordinate value of first image was

stored as Y
min1 

and Y coordinate values of consecutive

images were compared with Y
min1

. If new value is =Y
min1

,

store it in a new location as Y
min2

. In order to find stride

length, difference between X co-ordinates of Y
min2

 and

Y
min1

,
 
i.e. X

min2 
and X

min1
 respectively, was determined as

Stride length= X
min2 

-X
min1

…(2)

For stride length calculation, total frame width

(640 pixels) represented 4.5 m of walk way.

Stride Time Function

Stride time was calculated using data available for

frame rate and total walkway distance in FoV of

camera. Total number of images with all markers visible

in frame was 225. With frame rate of 50 fps, time to

cover full walk in frame of 640 pixels was 4.5s. Stride

time was calculated using available data of total distance

covered in frame and time taken to cover this distance.

Stance phase and swing phase comprise 60% and 40%

of total gait cycle respectively. Thus stance and swing

time was calculated.

Fig.5—Flow diagram for stride length function

Fig. 6—Variation in knee-flexion angle for one gait cycle
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Stride Velocity Function

From available data, stride velocity is calculated by

dividing stride length with stride time.

Cadence Function

Step length is half of stride length, and calculated.

Similarly, with known stride time values, time taken to

cover a step was determined. Cadence (number of steps

per min) was also calculated.

Vertical Displacement Function

Vertical displacement is range of variation in

vertical position of individual during a walk cycle. Hip

displacement was assumed to represent range of height

covered by individual during walk as upper torso was

almost constant in height when compared to lower half.

Range of displacement was determined by calculating

difference between Y
max 

and Y
min

,
 
from data obtained for

trajectory traced by hip joint.

Results and Discussion

Algorithm was used for determination of various

spatio-temporal parameters for subjects walking at their

self selected speed. Knee flexion angle with respect to

time for one gait cycle was found to be 44° for slow

walk (Fig. 6). Resulted curve was akin to flexion angle

curve for angles determined using other methods18.

Results of knee flexion calculated using electro-

goniometer were comparable with present system. All

spatio-temporal parameters for healthy individual

walking at self selected speeds were calculated

(Table 1). Expected variation was distinguishable of gait

parameters with change in walking speed. Joint

a)

b)

c)

Fig 7—Trajectory movement of: a) hip; b) knee; and c) ankle

Table 1—Spatio-temporal parameters using GM system

Gait Parameters       Calculated values by developed

       GM system for two walking

       Normal               Slow

Knee flexion angle range, ° 56 44

Stride length, m 1.41 1.19

Stride time, s 0.82 0.98

Swing time, s 0.32 0.39

Stance time, s 0.49 0.59

Stride velocity, m/s 1.72 1.21

Cadence, steps/min 146.34 120

Vertical displacement, m 0.09 0.08
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trajectory movement is shown for hip (Fig. 7a), knee

(Fig. 7b) and ankle joint (Fig. 7c).

Conclusions

GM system, developed using LED based active

marker, utilized advanced digital image processing

techniques for kinematic analysis of human gait. An

algorithm using LabVIEW vision platform determined

spatio-temporal parameters of human gait. This algorithm

can be used for full body kinematic analysis or for

specific limb motion analysis with little or no changes.

Imaging algorithm was automated, easy to use, cost-

effective tool for assessment of deviation in normal walk

for quantification of prosthetic performance. Proposed

development is unique as it used active markers

detection in video image environment. This ensured

simpler acquisition setup, cost effective and easier

detection algorithms with better accuracy as compared

to conventional systems.
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